Sawn bluestone kerbs with sawn bluestone channels are the standard detail for use in the Central City and Docklands. They are also common in other areas throughout the municipality.

Kerbstones are 300 x 300mm with a 25mm bullnose. Length is typically 1000mm with a minimum length of 800mm. Standard outside radial dimensions for corner stones are 610mm and 910mm.

Channels are typically 250mm wide x 100mm thick. Length is typically 900mm.

Salvage and recycle existing kerb and channel wherever practical, but do not mix recycled and new bluestone. Do not use recycled kerbs in the Central City where sawn bluestone paving is to be used.

For typical construction details, refer to City of Melbourne, Engineering Standard Drawing: Bluestone Kerb and Channel Setting Details Dwg No. 1P 50406.